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I had a great time at Tomahawk Fall Ride!  I finally got to meet Kenn Hartman, and
spend some time with Preacher and Laurie�It was great to meet a whole bunch of peo-
ple that have read my column over the years.
And�I made some money too!  It was fun to throw pots for the crowd, and the weath-

er couldn't have been better.  I sold a lot of glass pendants, and have connections of sell-
ing more at shops to come!  It was a 5 hour drive for me, but very much worth it.  Thank
you to all who stopped by to say hi!

I was very impressed with the number of Christian and Sober clubs you have in
WI�There are some here in MN, but not as many by far!  
Dave and I are back together!!!!!  I'm really glad I am here � living in a home with my

daughter, my studio � with me � and all that goes with me being independent.  Dave and
I love each other, and I think it took the five months apart to really realize how much
we did.  Its all good!

I could also tell how many friends and supporters Preacher and Lorie have � how sig-
nificant Free
Riders Press is to
all you bikers in
WI.  Preachers
booth was right
next to mine.  You 
know, those two do
a lot of hard work getting these papers to you every month.  Please let him know you are out

there!   And�you have Chubby from ABATE of WI�Wow � that man worked his butt off for
ABATE and the paper as well�He was one true showman!  Dave and I laughed as we were pack-
ing up on Saturday night � that man wore the grass down to a dusty path � he was intense!!!!!!
He told me that he puts in at least 20 hours per week � along with working his full time job � in
support of ABATE of WI�That man deserves a big Thank You for all you riders out there�MN
has a new law now � it has been in affect for a few years�we can go thru a red light if we stop,
and wait "a reasonable amount of time" before we go thru.  That was a big issue that Chubby
was talking to folks about.  It is horrible when you have to wait until a car comes up behind you
for the signal light to change�I hope that is passed in your state�

Take Care, Laura the Potter
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